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Abstract: Reducing the noise and improving the sound quality of vehicles’ interior space is one of

the challenges to enhance passengers’ experience. This is an ever-growing issue as entirely electric

cars are becoming commonplace, making previously unnoticed noise a significant problem. Heating,

Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC) units are a major noise source in a vehicle’s interior space,

yet automotive manufacturers only give a maximum dB specification to HVAC unit manufactures.

Problematic noise is only typically identified once the unit is within the vehicle at the late stages of a

project. Psychoacoustics is the study of human perception to sound, allowing unpleasant noise to be

identified within recorded data. Within this study, an industrial prototype HVAC unit was analysed

using a 96-channel acoustic camera capable of isolating and locating noise sources from the unit using

beamforming. In addition to identifying the location of noise sources, several psychoacoustic metrics

were used, such as sharpness and loudness, to identify undesirable noise within an extensive data

set due to the vast range of test configurations. Testing was conducted to analyse the unit. Within the

initial testing, an ‘annoying’ sound was identified at a particular motor RPM, and this was located

using the camera to an area which indicated that it was a result of structural resonance. In addition,

present was a high-frequency source which could not be located accurately. The results of this testing

enable modifications to the unit to be made early in its’ development, either structurally to alter the

resonance of the unit or within the settings to ensure certain RPMs are avoided.

Keywords: acoustic camera; HVAC; noise identification

1. Introduction

The sound quality of a vehicle interior space is an important aspect of a vehicle
and demands special NVH (noise, vibration and harshness) attention. Noise reduction
inside a vehicle improves the sound quality of the vehicle interior space, which leads to
a better passenger comfort, better driving experience, and less distractions for the driver.
In addition, improving vehicle interior sound quality by reducing noise will enhances
perception of the vehicle brand by customers; so that the vehicle will attract more buyers
and gain a competitive advantage in the market [1,2]. The primary noise sources in a vehicle
can broadly be classified as powertrain noise, aerodynamic noise, and tyre-road noise [3].
The developments of quieter engines and the trend towards quiet, electric ones means
power train noise is ever decreasing [4]. At lower speeds, aerodynamic noise is minimal,
and the reduction in sound with increased levels of aerodynamics is also influential [5].
Furthermore, tyre-road noise can be further reduced with quieter tyres and active noise
reduction systems [5]. These ongoing developments mean that secondary sources located
within a vehicle cabin, such as heating, ventilation, and air-conditioning (HVAC) system,
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entertainment systems, and audio driver-assist systems have become more perceptible to
passengers [4].

The HVAC system is one of the secondary sources and is the most dominant noise
source in a vehicle’s interior space as it operates the entire time the vehicle is running.
Moreover, without any sound isolation, the HVAC and blower fan noise reaches the interior
space can impact passengers’ comfort especially in the hot climate of a tropical country
such as where a vehicle’s HVAC system operates continuously at higher blower speeds
and is one of the most important interior noise sources. Therefore, there is a real need
to improve the sound quality of the vehicle interior space, and it is gaining growing
attention from researchers and manufacturers [4–8]. One of the major noise sources in
the HVAC unit is the noise of the aerodynamic blower [9–12]. Therefore, the common
method for reducing the noise of the HVAC includes redesigning the blower and/or its
blades [9,10,13,14]. In order to reduce the level of the noise, there are some techniques
that can be used for post-production noise control. These techniques include active noise
control reported in [11,15], and passive noise control using synthetic sound absorbing
materials such as micro-perforates [6,7], fiberglass, glass wool and polypropylene [16].
These passive techniques help to reach up to 6–10 dB noise reduction and work best at
frequencies above ≈500 Hz. However, active noise control techniques involve high-cost
equipment, and are effective in specific areas of the vehicle interior space.

People may still be made to feel uncomfortable by certain aspects of the sound quality,
even when the actual sound level of the air conditioners is low [17]. Therefore, both
the sound levels and the sound quality of an air conditioner are essential for the user’s
acoustic comfort.

Many researchers have developed methods that can correlate human annoyance with
the noise within a building environment to evaluate air conditioning noise. Noise criterion
(NC) curves were proposed to evaluate indoor noise, the noise from air conditioning
equipment, and other noise factors [18]. The frequency range of NC curves is from 63
to 8000 Hz. Preferred noise criterion (PNC) curves are modified versions of the original
NC curves [19]. The PNC curve evaluates lower frequencies than the NC curve, i.e., the
PNC analyzes the 31.5 Hz band. In contrast, the NC does not analyze that band. Noise
rating (NR) curves are based on similar assumptions to those of the PNC. The NC and
PNC curves are used in the USA, while the NR curve is used in Europe. Balanced noise
criterion (NCB) curves are a modified version of the NC and PNC curves that consider the
balance between low and high frequency noises, such as rumbling and hissing noises [20].
Room criteria (RC) curves were developed and applied differently to the NC and PNC
curves [21]. RC curves have a constant slope in the frequency range from 16 to 4000 Hz.
RC Mark II curves are revised versions of the original RC curves and have lower values
than the corresponding RC curves at 16 Hz [22,23]. Rom noise criterion (RNC) curves
were proposed to allow technical compromises to be reached between the NC, NCB, and
RC curves [24,25]. RNC curves involve evaluations of the temporal variations in low
frequency sound.

Large numbers of noise indices have been proposed by numerous researchers for
evaluating environmental noise. The A-weighted equivalent sound pressure level (SPL),
denoted by LAeq, is the most widely used of the proposed indices. This index accounts for
both the magnitude of noise and the sensitivity at different frequencies is simple to measure,
and correlates well with many psychological responses to noise, such as annoyance [26–28].
The A-weighted statistical levels (denoted by LA90, LA10, and LA5) are important because
they account for the noise’s time dependence. LA90 represents the background noise, while
LA10 and LA5 represent the noise peaks, and the difference LA10–LA90 represents the
noise fluctuations [29]. The noise pollution level (LNP) was defined as the sum of LAeq
and the difference LA10–LA90 and was introduced to describe the degree of annoyance
that is caused by fluctuating noise [30]. All these indices are determined on the basis of
both the SPL, i.e., the quantitative aspects of the noise and the frequency characteristics of
the noise.
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Researchers conduct simulation and experimental work to identify or predict the noise
source inside vehicles in the pre-production stage. A complete computing of the noise
spectrum of a low-speed fan in an HVAC system is presented in [31] and the results sug-
gested that there are two broadband noise mechanisms co-exist: the turbulence-interaction
noise at low and medium frequencies, and the trailing-edge noise at high frequencies
beyond 4 kHz. A method based on an in-vehicle subjective evaluation and vibro-acoustical
measurements was applied as a noise source identification technique in [32] by performing
a preliminary subjective evaluation to narrow the critical sound transmission area, and
then conducting a subsystem level measurement method to better identify noise sources in
critical areas, then combining continuous wavelet transform (CWT) and partial coherence
analysis to identify the sources of vehicle interior noise.

In this work, an industrial prototype HVAC unit will be analysed using a 96-channel
acoustic camera capable of isolating and locating noise sources from the unit using beam-
forming. In addition to identifying the location of noise sources, several psychoacoustic
metrics will be used, such as sharpness and loudness, to identify undesirable noise within
an extensive data set due to the vast range of test configurations. The rest of this paper is
structured as follow: Section 2 explains in detail the methodology that will be followed in
this paper; Section 3 shows the detailed results that are obtained in this work; Section 4
includes a detailed discussion regarding the obtained results; then paper is concluded with
Section 5.

2. Methodology

2.1. Test Setup

Testing was conducted within an acoustic chamber in Cardiff University School of
Engineering. The test setup changed based on which part of the unit was being monitored,
however, the majority of testing was conducted at the rear of the unit, i.e., the passengers’
position inside the car, this setup is shown in Figure 1. The HVAC unit was mounted on
a study table to make it to the height of the microphones, it was restrained using clamps
and acoustically decoupled as best as possible using foam. For this testing, a gfai tech
Fibonacci96 AC Pro acoustic camera was used. This consisted of 96 Electret condenser
capsule microphones with a flat frequency response (<3 dB) between 20 Hz and 20 kHz.
These microphones were arranged in a Fibonacci array which enables beamforming to
locate acoustic sources to a high level of accuracy. For this testing the camera was positioned
1 m from the unit.

 

 

Figure 1. Experimental Setup.
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To reduce noise within the acoustic chamber, the 30-amp power generator for the
HVAC unit was removed from the room. This was because its cooling fan was deemed by
the testing engineers to be producing significant noise. It was not possible to also remove
the laptop due to the cable length. However, the noise produced by this was deemed to
be insignificant by the testing engineers. All data were recorded with the chamber door
shut, and no one in the room. A variety of configurations were tested, influenced by four
factors which were changed throughout testing. Firstly, the orientation of the unit relative
to the acoustic camera. In Figure 1, the rear of the unit faces the camera, this was the
setup tested the most however the front, side and top were also tested. Another change
made was which vents were open, the options for this were face, feet, diffuser and defrost.
Testing was performed for each vent on its own and combinations of vents. The level of
inlet recirculation was also modified; this was either set to half or full. Finally, for each
test configuration, a range of inlet fan speeds (RPM) was tested. For most testing, this was
between 1000 and 4000 at 500 RPM increments. In total, 91 tests were conducted. The
sample rate of the 96 microphones within the acoustic camera array was set to 96 kHz; this
ensured the ability to record frequencies well above the audible range, without recording
excessive quantities of data. For each test, three seconds of data were recorded once the
HVAC system had reached steady state.

2.2. Maintaining Observations during Testing

The aim of the testing was not only to understand the sound levels of the HVAC unit
during different configurations but to identify and analyse annoying’ noises produced by
the unit. To achieve this during testing, any noise that was identified by the two testing
engineers from Cardiff and Bergstrom as annoying was noted, this was based on their
perception of the noise at steady state. By identifying any slightly annoying noises it
enables the metrics to be assessed on their applicability, i.e., if a metric says noise is fine,
but in fact, it was very annoying, then it is not an effective metric. During the testing,
1500 RPM was identified to give a slightly ‘annoying’ sound; this was the case during
all configurations.

2.3. Psychoacoustic Metrics

The data were processed to calculate several metrics for each configuration. These are
outlined below:

1. Sound pressure level

The sound pressure level is a measure of the effective pressure of a sound. This is
predicted by taking root mean square (RMS) of a recorded wave and using a reference pres-
sure converted into decibels (dB). This metric does not consider the different frequencies
present within a wave, and therefore the human ears perception of them.

2. A-weighted sound pressure level

The frequency of a sound significantly affects the ears perception of it. Therefore, an
‘A weighting’ (ANSI® S1.42 Standard) filter was used to acquire dB(a), as per customer
specification. This involves passing the waveform through a filter (Figure 2) to better align
it with the human ears’ ability to hear the sound.

3. Loudness

Although an A weighted filter gives a better idea of how a human ear interoperates
sound pressure, there are alternative options that are more effective. Figure 3 shows
equal loudness curves, which show the sound pressure levels at each frequency which are
perceived as having equal ‘loudness’, loudness being a perceptual measure of the sounds
effect of the ear [33].
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Figure 2. ‘A weighting’ filter.

 

Figure 3. Equal loudness contours red (from ISO 226:2003 revision [34]). Original ISO standard

shown (blue) for 40-phons.

Within this report loudness will be represented in two ways. Firstly, specific loudness
(N’). N’ is the loudness unit of Sone, which a linear measure of loudness, at each Bark level.
The Bark scale ranges from 1 to 24, representing the 24 critical bands of hearing which
broadly speaking is the range in which two tones will interfere with each other through
auditory masking [33].

The relationship between the Bark scale and frequency is relatively linear between
0 Hz and 500 Hz and logarithmic above that. The total loudness (N), which gives an overall
loudness metric of a sound can be calculated by the integration of the critical bands N’. This
gives a more representative measure than sound pressure level, or A-weighted pressure, of
how load the human ear hears a sound, however, does not identify if a sound is unpleasant.
Although neither of these metrics identify ‘annoying’ sounds, they are more representative
of what a human hears than sound pressure level or using a fast Fourier transform (FFT)
of the signal for frequency analysis. By comparing specific loudness plots it is possible to
identify why a certain sound is different than others.
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4. Sharpness

Sharpness gives a measure of the high-frequency content of a sound in proportion to
the rest of the frequency content. There is not yet a standardised unit of sharpness; within
this work, the unit ‘acum’ will be used, which is calculated through the Zwicker and Fastl
method [35].

3. Results

In order to meet the requirements of car manufacturers, the HVAC units must have a
sound pressure level below a specified level. The sound pressure levels for each RPM in
each vent configuration recorded 1m from the rear of the unit are shown in Figure 4a,b,
where both half recirc and full recirc are presented.

(a) (b) 

Figure 4. Sound pressure level at all RPMs of each vent configuration in rear view with half recirc (a) and full recirc (b).

3.1. A-Weighted Sound Pressure Level

The car manufacture also requires sound pressure in dB(A), provided using the
aforementioned A-weighted filter. The sound pressure levels in dB(A) for each RPM in
each vent configuration recorded 1m from the rear of the unit are shown in Figure 5a,b.

3.2. Loudness

Total loudness is a similar metric to sound pressure; however, it considers the fre-
quency within the wave and the human ears’ ability to hear each frequency band. The total
loudness for each RPM in each vent configuration recorded 1m from the rear of the unit is
shown in Figure 6a,b. Total loudness does not, however, give any idea of what frequency is
present within the wave, to perform this, the specific loudness must be viewed. Due to
the quantity of data, only a selection of relevant plots will be shown. Figure 7a,b show the
specific loudness for each vent configuration of rear recorded data at 2000 RPM in both
half and full recirc.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 5. Sound pressure level after ‘A-weighting’ at all RPMs of each vent configuration in rear view with half recirc

(a) and full recirc (b).

(a) (b) 

Figure 6. Total loudness at all RPMs of each vent configuration in rear view with half recirc (a) and full recirc (b).

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 7. Specific loudness for all rear data at 2000 RPM with half recirc (a) and full recirc (b).
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Figure 8a,b show the specific loudness for each RPM of half and full recirc with the
face vent open.

(a) (b) 

Figure 8. Specific loudness for all rear data of face vent with half recirc (a) and full recirc (b).

In Figure 8, an out of place peak can be seen for the 1500 RPM test at 3 Bark (~250Hz)
which is not visible in the other recordings. It can be seen in Figure 9a,b that this peak
exists for all vent configurations.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 9. Specific loudness for all rear data at 1500 RPM with half recirc (a) and full recirc (b).

3.3. Sharpness

The metric of sharpness is a measure of the high-frequency content within a noise
relative to the rest of the signal. Figure 10a,b show the sharpness value for each RPM with
half and full recirc at each vent configuration recorded from the unit’s rear.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 10. Sharpness at all RPMs of each vent configuration in rear view with half recirc (a) and full recirc (b).

3.4. Acoustic-Camera Noise Localization

The gfai tech GmbH Noise Image software which accompanies the acoustic camera
is capable of a range of post-processing, primary of which is producing sound pressure
maps to identify the source location. By analysing a selection of data, it was clear that the
majority were similar; hence a general example will be given outlining the cause of certain
peaks visible on the frequency spectrum. Additionally, the peak in specific loudness for
1500 RPM (shown in Figure 8) at 3 Bark has been analysed. This configuration had the face
vent open, half recirc and at 2000 RPM.

The test selected for general analysis was the front view of the unit, with face vent
open and half recirc at 2000 RPM. FFT of the waveforms recorded in this test is shown in
Figure 11a, a zoomed-in image in Figure 11b. Figure 11a shows several high magnitude
peaks between 0 and 1 kHz with additional peaks up to 10 kHz. A high magnitude of
energy is also present at 20 kHz. Figure 11b is zoomed between 0 and 8 kHz. In this
Figure peak, frequencies of 23 Hz, 190 Hz, 550 Hz, 720 Hz, 1020 Hz, 1800 Hz, 2800 Hz,
and 3100 Hz can be seen. Although the exact frequencies in other tests vary, they typically
look similar.

(a) (b) 

Figure 11. FFT of front face test at 2000 RPM, FFT up to 25 kHz (a) and up to 9 kHz (b).

The noise image software is able to isolate a frequency and identify its location.
Unfortunately, when very low frequencies are concerned, such as 23 Hz, the wavelength
is too large for accurate localisation. As the frequency increases, reliable localisation also
increases. Figures 12–14 show sound pressure maps for the other eight identified frequency
peaks. It must be noted that the scales in these plots vary. During testing, it was noticed
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that 1500 RPM caused an ‘annoying’ noise which was different to that of the other, often
louder, fan speeds. This was reinforced by the specific loudness plot in Figure 8 where a
3 Bark (~300 Hz) peak was present in 1500 RPM but not the other rates.

 

Figure 12. Sound pressure map of front face test at 2000 RPM, frequency between 160 Hz and 210 Hz.

 

Figure 13. Sound pressure map of front face test at 2000 RPM, frequency between 1700 Hz and

1900 Hz.

 

Figure 14. Sound pressure map of front face test at 2000 RPM, frequency between 700 Hz and 750 Hz.
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To assess the cause of the 3 Bark peak at 1500 RPM, shown in Figures 8 and 9 the data
from the front test of face vents at half recirc were analysed. The FFTs for this is shown in
Figure 15 a,b where a clear peak at 300 Hz, which is significantly higher magnitude than
any other frequency, can be seen.

(a) (b) 

Figure 15. FFT of front face test at 1500 RPM, FFT up to 25 kHz (a) and up to 5 kHz (b).

Figure 16 shows the sound pressure map for this frequency, locating its source towards
the bottom of the unit.

 

Figure 16. Sound pressure map of front face test at 1500 RPM, frequency between 280 Hz and 330 Hz.

4. Discussion

The sound pressure levels show in Figure 4 identify the peak level to be 72 dB,
occurring at 4000 RPM with the diffuser open. This was the case for either half or full
recirc. The sound pressure level with the diffuser open is only slightly higher than the
other configurations and is to be expected, as the diffuser vent is closest to and directed
towards the microphones. Full and half recirc had little variation between them; the only
difference being full had a slightly higher level at lower RPMs. Most of the data fitted a
relatively linear relationship (between RPM and sound pressure level) however all the data
at 2000 RPM were slightly lower. Loudness showed similar findings to the sound pressure
level. This non-linearity is likely a result of noise sources that are not dependent on RPM,
such as the motor, whose noise will have greater influence at lower fan speeds, however
no evidence was found that these had any significant effect.
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The metric sharpness (shown in Figure 10) did not reveal any problems with the data,
the only interesting finding being that the fan speed 1500 RPM was shown to drop in
sharpness. During testing the engineers noted that this speed produced what they deemed
to be an ‘annoying’ sound, combined with the drop, shows that sharpness was not the
reason for its annoyance. The drop in sharpness at 1500 RPM is explained by Figure 15,
where the FFT shows that there is a high lower frequency component not present in the
2000 RPM FFT shown in Figure 11. Given sharpness is a measure of the proportion of
high-frequency wave, a drop would be expected if either less high frequency was present
or an increase in lower frequency was present. The specific loudness plots in Figure 8 show
that at 1500 RPM a spike at around 3 Bark (~300 Hz) was present, which could not be seen
at other frequencies. Figure 9 confirmed that this was present for each test configuration.
The acoustic camera was then used to isolate the location of this frequency, which can be
seen in Figure 16 to be emitted from near the bottom of the unit with a sound pressure of
almost 49 dB. This is a sound wave with an overall sound pressure level of 52 dB (shown
in Figure 4) is very significant. The FFT in Figure 15 confirms that this is much higher than
any other frequency in the wave. At 2000 RPM a much lower magnitude frequency peak
occurs in a similar location at 720 Hz, shown in Figure 14. The presence of this indicates
that what is causing the noise is present in other tests, but at a different frequency and
significantly lower magnitude. The reason for this noise is not fully clear and would require
further analysis and potentially testing to understand. The use of acoustic camera to isolate
the location will speed up any further testing. It is likely due to vibrational resonance of
part of the unit being achieved, however this is only speculative at this point. The use of
the acoustic camera to locate this source enables the redesign of the component to avoid
this resonance or alternatively avoiding this RPM once the HVAC unit is in use.

5. Conclusions

This article has presented experimentation on a prototype HVAC unit which aimed
to identify the presence of undesirable noises and to locate the source of them using an
acoustic camera. The measure of sharpness was used to assess the recoded waveforms and
1500 RPM was identified as not fitting the trend of the rest of the data. This corresponded
with the frequency being assessed as ‘annoying’ by the testing engineers. Further analysis
of loudness plots reviled a 3 Bark (300 Hz) peak which was located with the acoustic
camera to be at the bottom of the unit and is likely due to resonance of the structure. This
knowledge of not only the frequency that is undesirable which could be achieved using
only a single microphone, but its location enables the potential for physical modifications
to be made to the unit to reduce its influence.
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